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HE adjusted monetary base is designed to be a
singlemeasure of all Federal Reserve actions, including
changes in reserve requirements, that influence the
money stock. It is equal to the source base plus a
reserve adjustment magnitude (HAM) that accounts for
changes in reserve requirements by the Federal
Reserve.1

The adoption of contemporaneous reserve require-
ments (CRR), which became effective in February of
this year, did not affect the reserve requirement ratios
applicable to any group of deposit liabilities. It did,
however, alter the relationships between deposit lia-
bilities and the periods overwhich depository institu-
tions are required to hold reserves against them.2 This
ai’ticle describes how the adoption of CRR has mod-
ified the calculation of RAM and, hence, the adjusted
monetary base.

R. A/ton Gilbert is a research officer at the Federal Reserve Bank of
St. Louis. John G. Schulte provided research assistance.
The following articles describe and explain the adjusted monetary
base in greater detail: Gilbert (1980), Tatom (1980) and Gilbert
(1983).

2For a general description of the new system of contemporaneous
reserve requirements, see Gilbert and Trebing (1982).

THE CALCULATION OF RAM AND
THE ADJUSTED MONETARY BASE

RAM is calculated as the difference between the

reserves that would have been required (given current
deposit liabilities) if the base period’s reserve require-
ments were in effect and the reserves that are actually
required given current requirements). Adding RAM to
the source base produces an adjusted monetary base
series that shows what the source base would havehad
to be, given the deposit liabilities for’each period, if the
reserve requirement ratios had always been those of
the baseperiod.3 Thus, this procedure converts reserve
requirement changes into equivalent changes in the
source base, holding the reserve requirements con-
stant.

The base period for calculating HAM is January 1976
through August 1980. Base period reserve require-
ments are the average reserve requirements over that

period for two categores of deposit liabilities: check-

3The source base equals the reserve balances of depository institu-
tions with Federal Reserve Banks, which excludes their required
clearing balances, plus total currency in circulation, whether held by
depository institutions or the public. It is derived from the combined
balance sheets of the Federal Reserve Banks and the U.S. Treasury.
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able deposits and total time and savings deposits. For
member banks, the average reserve requirement was
12.664 percent on checkable deposits and 3.1964 per-
cent on total time and savings deposits.4 Fornonmem-
ber institutions, base period reserve requirements
were zero, since they were not subject to reserve re-
quirements of the Federal Reserve in the base period.
Thus, HAM is calculated as the current checkable de-
posits of member banks multiplied by 0.12664, plus the
current total time and savings deposits of member

banks multiplied by 0.031964, minus the current re-
quired reserves of all depository institutions.

CALCULATION OF RAM UNDER THE
PRIOR SYSTEM OF LAGGED
RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

The specific data on deposit liabilities and required
reserves used to calculate HAM necessarily reflect the
system of reserve accounting in effect. Under lagged
reserve requirements (LRR), the average reserves of a
depository institution over the seven-day reserve
maintenance period ending each Wednesday must
equal or exceed its required reserves. The required
reserves for a depository institution in each mainte-
nance week were based on its average deposit liabili-
ties over the seven-day period ending 14 days before
the end of the current maintenance week. Thus, in
calculating RAM under LRR, data on the required re-
serves of depository institutions for each maintenance
week were matched with the deposit liabilities of mem-
ber banks of two weeks earlier.

THE CALCULATION OF RAM
UNDER CRR

UnderCRR, the reservemaintenance periods, during
which average reserves must equal or’ exceed required
reserves, have been lengthened to two-week periods
that end every other Wednesday. Required reserves on
checkable deposits for the current two-week mainte-
nance period are based on daily average checkable
deposits for the 14-day period ending two days before
the end of the current maintenance period. Required
reserves on time and savings deposits are based on
daily average deposits over a 14-day period ending 30
days before the end of the current maintenance
period.5 Table 1 presents the timing ofreserve account-
ing for maintenance periods in 1984.

4Gilbert (1980).
5The timing of reserve accounting for vault cash is also altered under
CRR. Under the previous LRR system, the average vault cash held

Calculating RAM: An Example

The calculation of RAM must be adjusted to the new
timing of reserve accounting under CRR. The new pro-
cedure for calculating HAM is illustrated for the first
maintenance period under CRR: February 2 through
February 15, 1984. Required reserves for that period are

based on daily average checkable deposits over the
period January31 through February 13, and daily aver-
age time and savings deposits from January 3 through
January16. For this maintenance period, RAM is calcu-
lated as the average of total time and savings deposits
of member banks over January 3—16 multiplied by
0.031964, plus average checkable deposits of member
banks over January 31—February 13 multiplied by
0.12664, minus the requil’ed reserves of all depository
institutions for the period February 2—15. In calculating
HAM for the next maintenance period, February 16
through February 29, observations for each category of
deposit liabilities and required reserves apply to
periods brought forward 14 days.

Calculating a Weekly Adjusted
Monetary Base with a Biweekly RAM

Given the timing of reserve accounting under CRR,
RAM is calculated for two-week periods ending every
other Wednesday. ThisBank’s adjusted monetary base
will still be published on a weekly basis for seven days
ending each Wednesday. The measurement of the
source base is not affected by the change to CRR, since
it is derived from the balance sheets of Federal Reserve
Banks and the U.S. Treasury. The adjusted monetary
base is calculated for each week by adding the value of
RAM that covers that week to the value of the source
base. Because of the timing of reserve accounting
under CRR, each value for RAM is used in calculating
two weekly observations for the adjusted monetary
base.

THE MOST RECENT VALUES OF RAM
MUST BE ESTIMATED

The change from LRR to CRR changes the availability
of data necessary to calculate RAM. Previously, under

LRR, data on required reserves and the lagged values of

by a depository institution over the seven-day period ending 14 days
before the end of the current maintenance period counted as part of
reserves in the current maintenance period. Under CRR, the average
vault cash held over a 14-day period ending 30 days before the end of
the current maintenance period counts as reserves in the current
maintenance period. The timing of reserve accounting for vault cash
is not discussed in the text because it does not influence calculation
of the adjusted monetary base.
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deposit liabilities used in calculating HAM were avail-
able before the end of a maintenance period. Thus,
HAM could be calculated before data were available on
the source base. Under CRR, however, it will not be
possible to calculate RAM until more than a week after
the end of each maintenance period.

The difference in the timing of the data necessary to
calculate RAM under LRR and CRR, and the problem
CRR creates for calculating a weekly adjusted mone-
tary base, are illustrated for the last maintenance
period under LRR and the first two maintenance
periods under CRR. Required reserves for the week

ending February 1 were based on average deposit lia-
bilities for the week ending January 18. The data on
deposit liabilities and required reserves necessary for
calculating HAM for the week ending February 1 were
available by February 1. Because the source base for the
seven days ending February 1 was available by Febru-
ary 3, the exact adjusted monetary base for the week
ending February 1 was published in this Bank’s U.S.
Financial Data on February 3, 1984.

The data necessary for calculating the value of RAM
for the next maintenance period, the 14 days ending
February 15, were available on February 23. Ifpublica-
tion of the adjusted monetary base was delayed until
all data necessary for calculating RAM were available,
the adjusted monetary base for the weeks ending
February sand is would not be published until Febru-
ary 23. Such delays can be avoided only by estimating
HAM for the most recent maintenance period. This is
done for’ the adjusted monetary base series published
in this Bank’s U.S. Financial Data release, with pre-
liminary data published for the most recent one or two

weeks (see table 2).

If there is no change in reserve requirements, the
estimate of HAMused to obtain the preliminary weekly
adjusted monetary base is the value of HAM for’ the
most recent maintenance period. Ifa change in reserve
requirements becomes effective during the current
maintenance period, however, the estimated HAM for
this period equals its lagged value plus an estimate of
the effect of the change in reserve requirements on
required reserves.

A change in reserve requirements became effective
in the maintenance period covering the two weeks
ending February 15, the last phased reduction in re-
serve requirements of member banks specified in the
Monetary Control Actof 1980. The pr’ior phased reduc-
tions in member bank reserve r’equirements r’educed
total required reserves by about $2 billion (see figure 1).

Table 2
Weekly Schedule for Publishing
Preliminary Data on the Adjusted
Monetary Base in U.S. Financial Data

Preliminary data
Publication dale for week(s) endng

February 10. 1984 February 8
rebruary 16 February 8. 15
February 23 February 22

March 1 February 22. 29
March 8 March 7
March 15 March 7. 14
Marcn 22 March 21
March29 March 21,28
April 5 Apri! 4

Thus the estimated value of RAM used in calculating
preliminary values of the adjusted monetary base for
the weeks ending February & and February iS was the
value of RAIVI calculated for the week ending February 1
plus $2 billion. A preliminary value of the adjusted
monetary base for the week ending February 8, pub-
lished on February 10, was calculated as the source
base for the week ending February 8 plus that esti-
mated value of RAM.

Note that the deposit data for the week ending Janu-
ary 18 were used to derive this value ofRAM. This value
is subject to further revisions due to revisions of both
the deposit data for the week ending January 18 and
the required reserves for the week ending February 1.
The preliminary number for the adjusted monetary
base for the following week, the seven days ending
February iS, which was published on February 16,

equals the source base for the week ending February 15
plus the estimated value of RAM.

By February 23, the data on checkable deposits and
required reserves were available to calculate HAM for
the two weeks ending Febr’uary 15. At that time, the
preliminary adjusted monetary base data for the weeks
ending February 8 and 15 were revised to incorporate
the new value for RAM. Moreover, this latest value for
HAM was used in calculating the preliminary value of
the adjusted monetary base for the week ending Febru-
ary 22 (published on February 23), and the preliminary
value for’ the week ending February 29 (published on
March 1). When using this approach to calculate the
weekly adjusted monetarv base series, either’ one or
two of the most recent weekly observations are pre-
liminaty. HAM for’ the current and priorweeks remains
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Ci,s,t

Ending date of 2.week period
MOTh: Numb e,s ndkau, efio,t~,e do es oi ,,o~o, changes ~,, ,e’e~,e,eq’i,e,eenis-

1. The 8 percentage point marginal reserve requirement was raised to 10 percent. In addition, the base upon which the marginal reserve
requirement is calculated was reduced. This action increased required reserves about $1.7 billion.

2. The marginal reserve requirement was reduced from 10 to 5 percentage points and the base upon which the marginal reserve
requirement is calculated was raised. This action reduced required reserves about $980 million.

3. The 5 percent marginal reserve requirement on managed liabilities and the 2 percent supplementary reserve requirement against large
time deposits were removed. These actions reduced required reserves about $3.2 billion.

4. Required reserves of member banks and Edge Act corporations were reduced about $4.3 billion and required reserves of other
depository institutions were increased about $1.4 billion due to the implementation of the Monetary Control Act of 1980.

5. In conjunction with the transitional phase-in program under the Monetary Control Act, required reserves of memberbanks were reduced
$2.0 billion, and required reserves of other depository institutions were increased $0.9 billion.

6. In conjunction with the transitional phase-in program under the Monetary Control Act, required reserves of member banks decreased by
$2.0 billion.

7. In conjunction with the transitional phase-in program under the Monetary Control Act, required reservesof memberbanks were reduced
$2.1 billion, and required reserves of other depository institutions were increased $0.9 billion.

8. In accordance with provisions of the Depository Institutions Act of 1982 that exempted the first $2.1 million of reservable liabilities at all
depository institutions from reserve requirements, required reserves were reduced by an estimated $800 million.

9. In conjunction with the transitional phase-in program under fhe Monetary Control Act, required reserves of memberbanks were reduced
by approximately $1.9 billion. Also, the reserves released by the growth of money market deposit accounts (available after mid-
December 1982) produced an upward drift in RAM during 1983, especially during the first half of the year.

10. In conjunction with the transitional phase-in program under the Monetary Control Act, required reserves of memberbanks were reduced
$2.0 billion, and required reserves of other depository institutions were increased $0.9 billion.

Two-Week Averages of RAM
Billions of dollo re ‘Jo, SeosoeoJly Adju,ied Billion of dollors
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subject to revisions due to revisions in the data on
deposit liabilities and required reserves.

ERRORS IN ESTIMATING RAM ARE
LIKELY TO BE SMALL

Errors in estimating HAM with its lagged value gener-
ally will be small relative to the size of the adjusted
monetary base. The size of the errors using this
approach are simulated for’ the period from 1980
through early 1984, using the average HAM calculated
for each two-week period over these four years. For
periods when no changes in reserve requirements oc-
curred, the error iii using the value for the prior two-
week period to estimate RAM for the cirr’rent period
was less than $100 million in half of the periods, arid
less than or equal to $200 million in about 84 percent of

the periods.

As chart I indicates, lar’ge changes in HA/Vt typically
have occurred only when there have been major
changes in reserve requirements. Changes in HAM,
other than those resulting from the iO major’ changes
in reserve requirements identified in char’t 1, have been

relatively small.

Errors in estimating the effects of changes in reserve
requirements should not generally be large. The Feder-

al Reserve is generally able to estimate the effects of a
change in reserve requirements on required reserves
very accurately. Furthermore, most changes in r’eserve
requirements have applied to time and savings
deposits.° Since under CRR, the time and savings de-
posits subject to reserve requir’ements in a reserve
maintenance period are lagged four weeks, data
should be available to indicate the effects of those
changes on required reserves when the preliminary
data on the adjusted monetary base are published.

To illustrate the timing, suppose that reserve r’e-
quirement ratios on time and savings deposits were
raised, effective in the maintenance period covering
the two weeks ending February 29. Required reserves
for that maintenance period are based on average time

and savings deposits over the two weeks ending Janu-
ary 30. The fir’st weekly observation of the adjusted
monetary base affected by that change in reserve re-

°Changesin reserve requirements since November1980 are dictated
by the Monetary Control Act of 1980 and the Depository Institutions
Act of 1982; they apply to both checkable deposits and to time and
savings deposits. From 1960 until November 1980, the Board of
Governors changed reserve requirements 35 times. Only 11 of those
changes involved demand deposits.

quirements, covering the week ending February 22,
would be published on February 23.

THE PUBLICATION OF ADJUSTED
RESERVES UNDER CRR

Adjusted reserves will not he published weekly

under CRR. Adjusted r’eserves are calculated by sub-
tracting seasonally adjusted currency in the hands of
the public from the adjusted monetary base, seasonal-

ly adjusted. Until February 1984, weekly observations
for currency in the hands of the public covered seven-
day periods ending each Wednesday, the same periods
that applied to weekly observations of the adjusted
monetary base. Weekly currency data now cover the
seven days ending each Monday, matching the timing

of weekly average checkable deposits under CRR. With
this change in timing, it would be inappropriate to
subtract weekly average currency from weekly average
adjusted monetary base to obtain a weekly adjusted
reserves series; the periods for’ currency and the ad-

justed monetary base do not match up. The change
descr’ibed above in the timing of data on currency in
the hands of the public probably has little effect on
data for monthly average currency. This Bank, there-
fore, will continue to publish adjusted reserves on a
monthly average basis.

CONCLUSIONS

The timing of data used in calculating the adjusted
monetary base has been changed to reflect the timing
of reserve accounting under’ the new system of con-
temporaneous reserve requirements. Observations for
the adjusted monetary base for the most recent one or

two weeks will be preliminary, because the most recent
values of the reserve adjustment magnitude will be
estimated. The adjusted reserves series will no longer
be published on a weekly basis, due to achange in the
days covered by weekly average data on currency in the
hands of the public. This Bank will continue to publish

the adjusted reserves series on a monthly average
basis.
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